Manufacturers of CNC coil winding machines

We Manufacture precision coil winding, transformer winding, Motor winding, Taping, Core Winding, Marking machines and etc

And Special purpose machines

We also support for spares and service

#3, Nanjappa layout, Aiyappa temple road, J C Industrial area, Kanakapura road, Bengaluru-560062
Mob: 9964477934/9538594642/9844667565
Email: products@seallence.com, seallenceproducts@gmail.com
Website: www.seallence.com
We produce the machines based on the needs of clients as per their specification and offer them a reasonable price. We believe in maintaining healthy relationship with the customers by giving them good service.

The program editing is made easy which helps the user to understand each parameter clearly and use them more effectively.

We manufacture Pneumatic marking machine which can write upto 20 characters in 4 different sizes. We manufacture 7-segment panels and LED andons which are used in production lines will help in displaying production quantity, errors and any useful information. And we also support for spares of winding machines.
Linear Winding Machine

**Winma-L100**
* Wire Gauge - 0.05 - 1mm
* Speed : 8000 RPM
* Bobbin width : 99.9mm
* Power : ~230, 220W
* PF : 0.73
* Weight : 50kg
* Dimension(cm) : 37.5x34.0x41.5

**Winma-L300**
* Wire Gauge - 0.05 - 3mm
* Speed : 900 RPM
* Bobbin width : 300mm
* Swing diameter: 200mm
* Tri-filler: 1 x 1 x 1 mm
* Single or double wire guide
* Power : ~230, 815W
* PF : 0.71
* Weight : 120kg
* Dimension(cm) : 90.0x60.0x44.0
Winma-T097

* Outer diameter: 50mm
* Inner diameter: 8mm
* Height: 25mm
* Wire size, Slider: 0.05-0.3mm
  Belt: 0.4-0.9mm
* Speed, Slider: 1800 rpm
  Belt: 1000 rpm

* Power: ~230, 220W
* PF: 0.73
* Weight: 60kg
* Dimension(cm): 85.5x41.0x65.0

Winma-T320

* Outer diameter: 300mm
* Inner diameter: 40mm
* Height: 80mm
* Wire size: 25-13 SWG
* Speed: 120 rpm

* Power: ~230, 815W
* PF: 0.71
* Weight: 95kg
* Dimension(cm): 85.0x65.0x82.0
Core Winding & Marking Machine

CWM-D45
- OD: 45.0mm
- Strip thickness: 0.3mm
- Speed: 150 rpm
- Welding: Manual
- Cutting: Manual cutter

PN Writer-25
- Character: 20
- Size: 2-5mm (letter height)
- X-axis: 100mm
- Y-axis: 100mm
- Letters: A-Z, a-z
- Numbers: 0-9
- And Special characters

- Power: ~230, 1.5KW
- PF: 0.65
- Weight: 110kg
- Dimension(cm): 80.0x60.0x102.5

BL-2/08/2016
- Power: ~230, 60W
- Weight: 40kg
- Dimension(cm): 38.0x42.5x83.0
Andons

3 & 2 digit 7 segment error display

LED error display
Spares

Felt

Mohair cloth

Shuttle pulley

Cam pulley

Wire guide pulley

*Shuttle
*Shuttle Pulley
*Cam Pulley
*Shuttle housing
*Shuttle drive shaft
*Motor drive shaft
*Sliders
*Timer belt
*Green & Orange belt
*Mohair cloth
*Felt
*Core rollers
*Boss Plate
*Motors
*Sensors
*Mandrils